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Abstract

Natural systems of communication are efficient in the
sense that a single message can convey different se-
mantic contents in different contexts. The robust dis-
ambiguation required for this efficiency is accounted
for in game-theoretic terms, based on the fact that
communication is inherently collaborative in the sense
that both the sender and the receiver of a message
basically want that the receiver interprets the mes-
sage to mean the semantic content that the sender
intended, even if either party may be unsincere. Both
parties are motivated to share the context of commu-
nication, which renders an occasion of communication
an n-person game, and the optimal encoding of con-
tents by messages is obtained as an equilibrium max-
imizing the sum of the agents’ expected utilities over
the whole context. Some heuristics concerning natural
language anaphora are demonstrated to follow from
this account.

Introduction
Natural communication systems such as natural lan-
guages are efficient (Barwise & Perry 1983) in the sense
that a single message may convey different semantic
contents in different contexts. Of course, however,
some robust means of disambiguation is necessary to
attain this efficiency. It is this disambiguation that the
rest of the paper concerns. Such a study should bene-
fit not just scientific account of communication among
humans or other living beings, but also the design of
artificial agents communicating with each other or with
humans.

The present paper discusses how communicating
agents collaborate in this disambiguation. In commu-
nication, both the sender and the receiver of a mes-
sage are motivated to communicate. That is, not only
the sender wants to communicate a semantic content
by sending a message, but also the receiver normally
wants to interpret that message correctly, even if she
doubts the sender’s honesty. Communication is inher-
ently collaborative in this sense.

To take a look at an example of collaborative disam-
biguation, suppose that, as shown in Figure 1, message
nil can mean either content Cl or 02, whereas m2 means

ci c2

Figure 1: A simple encoding of contents by messages.

02 only. In this case, the sender as a rational agent
may well use m2 to communicate 02, because using ml
instead would make the receiver face the ambiguity be-
tween the two interpretations entailing Cl and c2, thus
lowering the probability of correct interpretation. On
the other hand, the receiver as a similar rational agent
will interpret ml as meaning cl, by recognizing that,
for the above reason, the sender would have used m2
in place of ml if she had wanted to communicate c2.
That is, the two parties collaborate in settling upon
the same unambiguous encoding depicted in Figure 2.
This is clearly the only optimal encoding; It guaran-

Figure 2: The optimal encoding obtained from the pos-
sibilities in Figure 1.

tees that the communication always succeeds whereas
any other does not.

Below we will exploit such collaboration in formal-
izing a case of communication as a game, and investi-
gate what kind of decision procedures for disambigua-
tion should be stably agreed upon among the commu-
nicating agents. We will exploit a sort of equilibria
of the game to characterize the optimal deal, unlike
some other work (Gmytrasiewicz & Rosenschein 1993;
Duffee, Gmytrasiewicz, & Rosenschein 1994; Nagao,
Hasida, & Miyata 1993) on communication by utility
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maximizers.

Notation

Below we will regard an entire system of communica-
tion as consisting of a set of contezt& A context ~ of
communication is a 7-tuple [S, R, C, P, M, E, U]. 5 is
the sender, R the receiver, C the set of semantic con-
tents, P the probability distribution over C, M the set
of messages, E the encoding, and U the utility assign-
ment, which defines S’s and R’s utilities (real numbers)
for every occasion of communication in ~. We assume
the following regarding them.

(1) a. P is a function from C to non-negative real

numbers such that ~ P(c) = 
cEC

b. E is a binary relation between C and M.
That is, E _c C × M.

c. U:{S,R}×O--*R, whereOC_CxM×C
is the set of occasions and R is the set of real
numbers.

We say m encodes c when (c, m) E E. E specifies the
patterns of ambiguity of the messages. In Figure 1,
for instance, E = {1cl,ml), Ice, m1), 1c2,m2)}. 
contextual differences are partially reflected in E.

An occasion of communication in @ is a triple
(cs, m, cR), where (ca,m) E E and (CR, m) E E. This
is to be interpreted as a course of events where ,q, in-
tending to communicate a semantic content ca, sends
a message m to R and R interprets m as meaning ca.
We say this occasion of communication is successful
when cs -- ca. As we will discuss later, the success of
occasions of communication has a major contribution
to utility.

We will assume that both S and R are selfish util-
ity maximizers, and mutually recognize each other aa
such. So each agent X attempts to maximize her own
expected utility E P(o)U(X, fora si ngle occasion.

oEO
Here P(o) is the probability of occasion o of commu-
nication, as defined below.

P((cs, m, cR)) -- P(cS)DS(mIcs)DR(cRIm)

Ds(m[c) is the conditional probability of S sending
message m when she wants to communicate content c,
and similarly Ds(clm) is the conditional probability
of R inferring c when given m. D$ and DR are called
decision mappings of $ and R, respectively. Decision
mappings capture probabflistic nature of the agents’
decisions. We consider that a context is too transient
to have any room for negotiation by extra communica-
tion. So we assume the following.

(2) Decision mappings are uniquely determined by
the context.

So far we have not assumed that the context and
the decision mappings are shared between S and R.
We will proceed without assuming so for a while, but

eventually employ this assumption under a general jus-
tification for doing so for the sake of efficient commu-
nication.

Communication as Game

When the sender S wants to communicate a seman-
tic content c, she will try to figure out the message
m* which maximizes her expected utility. She benefits
at least partially from the success of communication,
which is the receiver R’s interpreting m* aa meaning
c. So S should do some planning. ~ will calculate,
for each candidate m for m*, the probability of R’s
interpreting m aa meaning c. In turn, when R wants
to interpret message m, she will try to figure out the
semantic content c* which maximizes her expected util-
ity. Her utility again reflects the success of communi-
cation, which means $’s having sent m intending c*.
So R must calculate, for each candidate c for c*, the
probability of S’s sending m as meaning c.

Consequently, such plan inferences by each agent
will constitute an infinite tree. Figure 3 depicts the
tree for $ when she wants to communicate ci, where
C = (Cl,C~), M (ml,m~}, an d E - C x M.The
nodes labeled by c~ represent S when she wants to com-
municate ci, and those labeled by mi represent R when
she wants to interpret m~, for i = 1, 2. Here S and R
may be embedded in the belief of (also possibly em-
bedded) R and S, and the contexts are accordingly
embedded ones, but as an expository simplification we
assume E is the same all the way down in Figure 3.
Each such embedded agent searches over the subtree
dominated by thecorresponding node by exploiting the
embedded context.

Such an infinite tree, representing a nested infer-
ence over nested beliefs on a single occasion of interac-
tion, is essentially of the same sort as in Gmytraaiewicz
& Rosenschein (1993) and Durfee, Gmytraaiewicz, 
Rosenechein 11994). It is not a so-called game tree or
decision tree, because it is not the case that 8 and R
are taking turn through the path running down from
the root node. The behaviors of $ and R in such a
setting cannot be regarded as sequences of turns, and
hence the situation cannot be regarded as a game of
an extensive form.

The kind of communication between two agents S
and R, which involves inferences over such an infinite
tree as discussed above, can instead be regarded as a
game with infinitely many players. Here the players
are the states of the possibly embedded agents repre-
sented by the nodes of the infinite tree. The simple
strategies of a player labeled with content c~ are the
choices of a message m’ such that Id,mI) E E in the
embedded context, and the simple strategies of each
player labeled with a message m’ are the choices of
a content c’ such that (d, ~) EE in theembedded
context as well. The utility function of each player is
naturally obtained aa that of the corresponding state
of the agent. The players employ the same decision
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Figure 3: Inference by S to communicate semantic content cl

mapping as the corresponding agent does.
Now the di~Bculty for communicating agents is in

lack of information and lack of computational re-
sources. The strategies of the embedded agents are
very likely to be unknown. Even if they were known,
the inference on the infinite tree would be extremely
complex, which S and R as agents with limited compu-
tational resources will very often fail to perform. The
communicating agents must find some way out of this
difficulty to carry out efficient communication.

This difficulty will be dramatically reduced if the
following conditions are met.

(3) S and R mutually believeI ~.

(4) They mutually believe (2).

(3) means that both S and R believe that the current
communication context is 0, and that each other be-
lieves so, entailing infinitely deep embedding of belief
on @. If the context is shared in this sense, then all
the players in the game shown in Figure 3 will exploit
the same context. If (4) holds too, then in the tree-
shaped game all the players with the same label will
employ the same compound strategy (the probability
distribution over the possible actions).

Consequently, (3) and (4) render the infinite tree 
in Figure 3 to a bipartite graph as shown in Figure 4,
because the nodes with the same label collapse to one
and the same node. The game hence reduces to a game
with [CJ ÷ [M[ players, who are S and R when wanting
to communicate various contents and interpret various
messages, respectively.

lWhen we say that an agent believes (or knows) propo-
sition p, we claim neither that she is aware of p nor that she
can linguistica~y describe p. What we mean here is that p
may be reflected in the agent’s communicative actions (S’s
choosing messages and R’s choosing contents).

Cl C2

Figure 4: The bipartite graph which the tree in
Figure 3 degenerates to.

It is reasonable to assume that S and R hope con-
ditions (3) and (4), because these conditions not 
lessen the computational burden upon the agents, but
also raises the possibility of success of communication;
Similar agents will converge on the same conclusion
if given the same initial condition. So it is likely for
the agents in the same linguistic community to have
agreed upon some deal (as discussed in Rosenschein 
Genesereth (1985)) which guarantees (3) and 

But why is successful communication good at all to
each agent? As mentioned before, this is because com-
munication is intended by both parties. Normal, in-
tended communication (in particular of natural lan-
guage) conveys a nonnatural meaning (Grice 1957;
1969). That is, S intends to communicate a seman-
tic content by way of making R recognize that very
intention. R would naturally try to recover the same
semantic content, once she has recognized that inten-
tion of S.z

Of course S might be lying or trying to mislead R,

2Grice’s original notion of nonnatural meaning includes
the speaker’s intention of causing some (possibly physical)
response of the hearer, but in this paper we disregard this
aspect and consider just the receiver’s recognition of the
semantic content intended by the sender.
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but even in such a case this Griceian picture obtains:
S is still intending to communicate a content by way
of making R recognize this intention. On the other
hand, R will try to know what that content is (possibly
without believing that it is true) by way of recognizing
that intention of S. R will do so even if she doubts S’s
honesty, because knowing that content intended by S
would help R infer what the hidden intent of S may be.
For instance, when S tells R that it is raining, R will
learn that S wants to make R believe that it is raining.
R would do so even if R knew that it is not raining.
Even if R is unsincere and misunderstands S’s message
on purpose,s the nonuatural meaning is still properly
conveyed, because otherwise the intended misunder-
standing would not be possible. The present study
concerns this aspect of communication, the nonnatural
meaning, which is a core of normal, intended commu-
nication encompassing even lies, ironies, and so forth.
How R may infer the real intent of S in telling some-
thing doubtful or intentionally misunderstand what S
says is an interesting question, but is beyond the scope
of this paper. We also disregard metali~gnistic usages
of messages such as uttering an ambiguous or vague
sentence on purpose so as to perplex the hearer. In
such a case the speaker does not intend to convey any-
thing by way of having the hearer recognize that in-
tention.

The reason why we thus concentrate on Griceian
nonnaturai meaning is that it is a persistent core of
normal communication. Our understanding of it will
hence enable us not only to further understand basic
workings of communication systems such as natural
language, but also to design better artificial languages
used among artificial agents.

So (3) and (4) are desirable conditions to both 
parties, who want successful communication. Of these,
(41 is quite easy to achieve, but how is it possible to
meet (3)? This issue is again out of the scope of our
present study, but there has been some relevant work.
Meeting (3) is part of finding focal points as discussed
in Schelling (1963). A focal point is a piece of informa-
tion which people’s loci of attention tend to converge
on. Krans & Rosenschein (19921 propose a compu-
tational method for resource-bounded agents to con-
verge on focal points. Shared identification by S and
R of the same content via communication may be en-
tirely regarded as a search for a common focal point.
What the present paper accounts for is the part of this
search where communication essentially contributes to
the convergence on a unique focal point.

Let us next consider what kind of decision mappings
the communicating agents will choose. It is most de-
sirable that the decision mappings maximize

EU = e(o)(U(S,o) + U(a,o))
oEO

elf R is sincere and unintentionally misunderstands,
that is just a failure of sharing the same context with S.

which is the sum of the expected utilities to S and R.
This is because each communicating agent plays the
role of S approximately half of the time and that of R
the other time, over many occasions of communication.
In the long run, the expected utility to a single agent
from each type of context is in proportion to EU in
the context.

By an optimoJ mapping let us refer to a combination
of decision mappings of S and R maximizing EU. If
the major source of utility is the success of communi-
cation in the sense that U(S, o) and U(R, o) larger
when occasion o is successful than otherwise, then it is
easy to show that every optimal mapping maximizes
the probability of successful communication, which is

By the same token, maximization of the expected util-
ity to either agent also entails maximization of this
probability.

So the collaboration in disambiguation through opti-
mal mappings is robust in the sense that the probabil-
ity of success of communication stays the same as far
as the agents change their decision mappings without
decreasing the expected utility to them. Consequently,
the best deal (in the sense of Rosenschein & Genesereth
(1985)) to be agreed upon in the language community
is to choosean optimal mapping in each context.

Before closing this section, two comments are in or-
der. First, an optimal mapping is not biased for any
particular case where S wants to communicate some
particular content or where R wants to interpret some
particular message. This is because of (2I, that is that
the same mapping must be shared among the players
throughout one context. No player is privileged over
others. The top cl in the game of Figure 3 is not,
either, for example.

Second, each agent must take into consideration
the entire maximal connected subgraph containing the
content she wants to convey or the message she wants
to interpret. For example, S must take into consider-
ation the contents which R may wrongly assign to the
message S sends. This is because the same message
may have different sets of potential interpretations in
different occasions. Consider the situation shown in
Figure 5 for example. When S wants to communi-
cate c5, she must consider how to communicate c4 as
well, because R takes that into consideration. Simi-
larly, when S considers c4, she must consider c3, too.
As a result, 5 must take the whole graph into consid-
eration when she wants to communicate any content
(perhaps except for Cl). In the same vein, R must
consider the same whole graph most of the time. Thus
S’s inference and R’s inference are essentially the same.
Parikh (1990) seems to overlook this when he claims
that the hearer’s task is simpler than the speaker’s.
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Figure 5: A little complex encoding.

Case of Natural Language

Several proposals have been made to account for
anaphora of natural languages (Hobbs 1978; Sidner
1983; Kameyama 1986; Suri & McCoy 1994). Let
us take centering theory (Joshi & Weinstein 1981;
Brennan, Friedman, & Pollard 1987; Walker, Iida, &
Cote 1994) as an example, and show that the core of
the theory follows from our account developed above.

Let u~ denote the i-th utterance. Centering theory
considers list Cf(ul) of forward-looking centers, which
axe the semantic entities referred to in ul. The forward-
looking centers of utterance u axe ranked in Cf(u) ac-
cording to their saliences. In English, this ranking is
determined by grammatical functions of the referring
expressions in the utterance, as below.

subject > direct object > indirect object >
other complements > adjuncts

The highest-ranked element of Cf(u) is called the
preferred center of U and written Cp(u). Baclaoard-
looking center Cb(ui) of utterance ul is the highest-
ranked element of Cf(u~_l) that is referred to in ui.4

Cb(u) is the entity which the discourse is most cen-
trally concerned with at u.

Further, centering theory stipulates the following de-
feasible ’rules.’

(5) If aa element of Cf(ui-1) is referred to by a pro-
noun in u~, then so is Cb(ui).

(6) Types of transition between utterances are pre-
ferred in the ordering:
CONTINUE > RETAIN > SMOOTH-SHIFT >
ROUGH-SHIFT

The types of transition are defined in Figure 6.
Consider the following discourse for example.

Ul: Tom was late.
C/=[Tom]

u2: Bob scolded him (=Tom).
Cb =Tom, Cf :[Bob,Tom]

u3: The man (=Tom) was angry with him (=Bob).
Cb =Bob, C/=[Tom,Bob]

Suppose that both Bob and Tom are referred to in u3.
Then either ’the man’ refers to Bob and ’him’ refers to
Tom, or vice versa, but the former violates (5), because

4We are simplifying the account here by replacing ’refer
to’ for ’realize’ in the original account, but this does not
influence the significance of our discussion.

in that case Cb(u.~) is Bob and it is referred to by a
definite description ’the man’ whereas Tom is referred
to by a pronoun ’him.’ Hence centering theory prefers
the latter reading -- Tom was angry with Bob -- as
shown above.

Here let us regard an utterance as considered in cen-
tering theory as consisting of some occasions of com-
munication in the same context, with the following cor-
respondence.

* C includes Cf(ui-l).

¯ M consists of the parts of ui.

¯ P represents the prior probability distribution
over the elements of C being realized in ui.

¯ E is the semantically possible referring relation
between C and M.

It is natural to regard the salience reflected in the or-
dering in C](U~_l) as corresponding to the prior prob-
ability of realization. So we can assume P(Cl) P(c2)
when Cl precedes c2 in Cf(ui-1) for el,e2 E Cf(U~-l).

It is also natural to assume that aa utterance of a
’light’ linguistic expression such as aa unstressed pro-
noun accompanies smaller cost or greater benefit at
least for the speaker, in the sense that it requires lit-
tle effort to utter such an expression. (5) is obtained
from this assumption plus the above correspondence,
as follows.

Let us consider two semantic contents Cl and c2, and
two linguistic expressions ml and m2, and assume that
the prior probabilities of realizations of Cl and c2 are
P1 and P2, respectively, where P1 > P2, that the util-
ity of utterances of ml and m2 are U1 and U2, re-
spectively, where U1 > U2, and both cl and c2 may
be encoded by ml and m2, as depicted in Figure 7.
As far as these contents and messages are concerned,
there are exactly two combinations of mappings entail-
ing 100% success of communication, as depicted in Fig-
ure 8 with their expected utilities el and e2 apart from
the utility of success of communication. Now we have
el -- e2 = (}>1 -- P2)(UI - U2) because P1 >/>2and
U1 > U2. Namely, the combination of mappings in the
left-hand side entails a greater joint expected utility.
So this is the only optimal mapping to be reached by
the discourse participants. In summary, a more salient
content should be realized by a lighter utterance. It is
straightforward to generalize this result for cases with
more than two contents and messages. Then (5) di-
rectly follows when we take cI and c2 to be elements
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Cb(ui) = Cb(ui-1) Cb(u~) Cb(ui-1)

Cb(u~) = Cp(u~) CONTINUE SMOOTH-SHIFT

Cb(ul) ~= Cp(ul) RETAIN ROUGH-SHIFT

Figure 6: Four types of transition.

probability: P1 > />2
CI C2

t"nI 711,2
utility: U1 > 0"2

Figure 7: Possible encodings with prior probabilities of contents and utilities of messages.

C2

m2

C1 C2

)<
expected utility: el = P1U1 + P2U2 e2 = PLU2 + P2U1

Figure 8: Two combinations of decision mappings of the game in Figure 7 guaranteeing successful communication.
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of Cf and take m2 to be the pronoun realizing that
element of Cf.

(6) follows as well. The preference for Cb(ui) 
Cb(ui-1) results from the natural assumption that
Cb(ui-t) is highly salient in ui-1, because that raises
the utility of reference to Cb(ui_l) in ui. Also, the
preference for Cb(ui) -- Cp(ui) results, because if the
same entity were both Cb(ui) and Cp(u~) then 
would raise the utility of referring to it in ui+l, raising
the expected utility of ui+l as a whole. But this pref-
erence is considered weaker than the former, because
it is based on a prediction of a future utterance.

Although we have considered as an example a ver-
sion of centering approach in the above, it is not at all
our intent to claim that it is the right one and the oth-
ers are wrong. Probably it is not the case that just one
of these different accounts is the right one, but all of
them capture some truth of natural language discourse.
Anaphora, like other linguistic phenomena, is sensitive
to various sorts of contextual information, which each
of those accounts seems to partially take into consid-
eration. A major advantage of our game-theoretic ac-
count is that it reduces the specifics of anaphora to
general properties, such as utility and probability, of
various linguistic elements, such as pronouns and the-
matic roles, thus reducing the theory of anaphora to a
general theory of communication.

Final Remarks
The normal, intended communication has been for-
mulated as a sort of game. An effective deal of col-
laboration for disambiguation agreed upon among the
communicating agents should yield an optiai mapping
which maximizes the sum of the expected utilities of
the agents. This account has been applied to a prag-
matic aspect of natural language, and the core stipu-
lations of centering theory have been attributed to our
account.

Possible targets of similar applications in linguis-
tics include binding theory, conversational implicature
(Parikh 1992), and so on. The account would be also
applicable to the design of communicating artificial
agents, for the sake of reliable communication among
them and with humans. In this connection, further
study is needed concerning the contribution of linguis-
tic evidences on the maintenance of focal points, as
has been addressed in terms of conversational record
(Lewis 1979), intentional and attentionai structures
(Grosz & Sidner 1986), and so on.

It is unclear to what extent our theory is appli-
cable to either natural or artificial languages, when
the contexts of communication are complex, with
many contents and messages or in particular with
complex contents and messages. Taking computa-
tional cost into consideration with respect to utility
assignment seems to be a difficult issue. Constraint-
based approaches (Hasida, Nagao, & Miyata 1993;
Hasida 1994) could be extended to embed the equi-

libration mechanism for disambiguation into the lan-
guage faculty without complicating too much the de-
sign of the computational model.
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